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Introduction

11-

t was a happy coincidence that the United,Nations placed two
international years of concern, one for population and one for
women ,n on successive Oil, of its annual calendar: The
peop1twhn pay attention to events like 1974's WOIld Popula-

liori Year and 1975's International Women's Yearpeopleinside gov-
ernments, international .bureaucracies, Orivate foundations, research
institutes, and the communications industryfound themselves
thinking about the two subjects almost simultaneously. The juxta-
position of the U.N. years may have been responsible for the spurt of
interest in the connection between women s roles and population
growth. Whatever the reason, sometime during the mid-seventies
population planners discovered women, andvice versa.

ArtS efforeto understand the 'link between women's foles and popula-
tion growth mustbegin by looking at.the conditions that motivate
women either to expand or to limit the size of their families. The pres-
ent attempt starts with the assumption that-women who have a lot of
children usually are responding in a rational manner to a set of real
incentives, positive or negative. The balance of rewards and costs as- /
sociated with. childbearing may appear more favorable than that con-
nected with any alternative use of a w.omah's time and energy. There
may even be penalties for low fertility, ranging from disapproval to
'divorce Or abandonment. A policy aimed at bringing Own the birth
`rate has a muCh greater chance of success if its designers take into
account the reasons behind a'woman's personal decision about family
size.

The failure of many family planning plogrami over the last decade
or 'gm) is in part a measure of their failure to approach women' as
whole individuals. Programs that deal with women merely as repro-
ductive beings can hardly bring about the broad Lcial changes pre-
requisite to fundamental changes in attitudesstoward family size. One
straw man that badly needs knocking doWn is the population lan-
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6
ner who expects that, in the absence of some intrusion, -women will
simply.go on breeding as long as they are able. The assumption that
there is a child-shaped void in the heart, mind, and body of every
woman creates an adversary reldtionship-betWeen women and popul,
lation planners. The conflict is unproductive-for both sides, and un-
netessary as swell, fur though they. may have different goals upper-*
most in their minds, the two have a great dealof common round to
cover.

Both women and men need to have some sense of .purpose and ac-
< complishment in lice. Few people have a vast array of choices about

.% how to find that sense of fulfillment. For many, the answer is so ob-
vious that it hardly, amounts to a choice. One takes one's. place in the
established orde"; of one s imniediate surroundings:whether as hired-
laborer, teacher, merchant, bureaucrat, landlord,' housewife, -farmer, .

or some combination of such roles. The context defines the poksibili-
ties for everyone, but it usually defines them more narrowly for
women than for men.

7

For most women, purpose. and accomplisjment ha ve been defined
largelyand sometimes almost exclusively in terms of motherhodd.'
What must be realized, however, is thorthe centrality of women's

;.maternal role is a social construct, not a biorogical trait. Family plan-
ning progAms that fail to grasp that point, however well-intentioned
they are, adopt an attitude toward women that is fundamentally co-
ercive. "What can we do to Make them stop having all those babies?"
is an approati, that, no matter how much it relies on carrots rather
than on stick ;,views women as objects to be mariipulated rather thAn
as partners in acommon endeavor.

, .

Social system/ whose positive images of Women are all linked to the
reproductive role leave women only one path to a sense of .purpose
and accomfilishment. Most societies have gone further; constructing
formidable roadblocks aloilg every other path:' A constructive ap-
proach to controlling population growth would be. one that sought td
dismantle the roadblocks along' 14omen's alternate paths, and indeed
helped them open new paths taverd fulfilment.

,
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"For mast women, purpose and
accomplishmeht have been defined largelj,

and sometimes almost exclusively-rin

a
terms of motherhodd."

Women have many different kinds of needs, just as men do, such es a
claim on economic gesources, physical health and comfort, security, 7
approval from others, partiapation in the life of the 'community,
personal autonomy, love, anTrecognition. The answer to the peren-
nial question "What does woman want?" is Incited somewhere in that
thicket of needs. Maternity can realistically be viewed by women as' a
mins..of fulfilling -their own needs. Where women are isolated within ,
their families, lack opportunities for remunerative employment, and

40
are blocked by illiteracy from contact with the larger society, their
choices among possible means to fulfillment are so-narrow that child -'
bearing stand out clearly as the preferable alternative. Parenthood' 1

has its ow Intrinsic rewards, but the Ways in which it serves other
needy shoo d nod be overlooked. If policies and programs can be de-
signed to help,women achieve their goals by means other than mother-
hood, two very impoitant'objectives can be met at ellk e : seising the
status of women and lowering the birth tate.

T e Impact of Education

The impact of-women's education on fertility has been closely studied!
In the search for a quick fix to the populjtion problem, policym&kers
haye seized upon studies- showing that educated women tend to have
fewer children than do unschooled women. The implied promise of
this research seems almost too good to be true: at the pursuit of the
relatively uncontroversial goil of universal -education might, provide
a key to the deliCate and bitterlj, contested issue of population control.

In almost every country, the rtiore education women have, the fewei
children they bear. For example, ii a 1972 study from 'Jordan of
women aged 30-34, illiterate women were found to -have an average bf
6.4 chiklrec while .those with a primary-school education averaged
5.9. For setondary-school 'graduates, the average }vas 4.0; and for ,

university- degree holders, only 2.7 children.1 Studies in Turkey an
Egypt showed, the same pattern. In Turkey:the average number D
children ranged 'from 1.4 for college graduates to 4.2 for unsch
woolen. In the Egyptian survey, womerrwho had finished- university

1.



averaged less than four children, compared vkith more than seven
8 for illiterate_wonien.2

The inverse covrelation between women's education and fertility can
be seen in most countries. There-are a few interesting exceptions. In
Indonesia, for example, birth rates are generally higher among women
with more education. This apparent contradiction to the usual pat-
tern is explained by the fact that most. Indonesian women who ,man-
age to get an education come from higher-income families. At all
economic levels, the traditional Indonesian society valueslargenum-
berg of children, but only the relatively well-off can afford to put
the ideal into practicejust as it is only the relatively well-off who can
afford to keep _their daughters in school. The relationship between
education and fertility is so closely entangled with the income-fertility
Onk that the direct influence of education is obscured. Within a
single income- class+ howeAr, the difference in birth rates for women
of different educational levels seems to follow tke expected pattern:
the more education, the fewer children.}

Obviously, there is mere to the. relatioriship between education for
women and lower fertility than simple cause and effect. Because it is
easy to measure the amount of women's formal schooling' and to
count ,the numbers-of their children,ii. is tempting to. look at these
two variables in isolation. But it is clear that other factors enter the
fertility equatiOn, and they ,may reinforce, contradict, or supplant
the impact of education. It is important to try to undrstand the
whole etiwation, otherwise, a policy designed to produc one effect
might end "uip producing an entirely different one,

_There are several ways in which education can influence women's
fertility! First, women are exposed as students to new sources and
new kinds of. information. Seeondly,- by taking women outside
their immediate families, school may bring about a change in their
self-images, fostering independent values ,and aspirations. Thirdly,
exposure to edUcationeven if it is indirectcan change the nature
of maternal ambitions; mothers who want their children to go to
schoc$1 have- an inter& in limiting their families to the number of

8
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..".: children they tan afford to educate. Finally, education may motivate
`,. women to pursue ,activities outside the family, and equip them with 9

-;'.;. the skills to do so.

t The basic ability to read and 'write enables a woman to reach out
`,'beyond her immediate circle of human contact to a world of new
*leas and facts. The written word is the cheapest, most, durable, aged
iinost accessible medium of indirect communicatiqn.-Virtuallyoevery
i tional development campaign has 'mass literacy Is one of its pri-

vy goals, for an illiterate population, once out of earshot, is up-
reikhable. ..

Lento, writing during World War I, whe 88 percent of ,Russian
v4pInteh were illiterate,., acknowledged th importance of literacy
to informed participation in politics. "A 'person who can neither read
nor *cite, he said, "is outside politics; he must first learn the

. 'ABCs, ,,without which. there can be no such thing as' politics, only e.
rumors,' gossip, fairy tales, and prejudices." Lenin's concern was

0. politifollsparticipation, but he might just as well have been writing
..., about thrtinfOrmed practice of family planning. %

.
JP.

6 Today, gher proportion of the world's women can read and write
than ever fore. Yet population groWth has meant that the absolute
number of illiterate omen continues to swell, having already reached
half a billion in 1970. Like other scarce resources, education tends to
be offered 'preferentially to Males; dearly' two-thirds pf the world's
illiterate. population' is female, and that proportion is, increasing. As
the .number of men unable to Bead and write rose by eight million be-
tween 1960 atd 1970, the number of women so handicapped in-
creased by 40 million. In Asia, Africa, and the Arab states, the female
illiteracy rate Is is much as.25 percentage points "Fitt. than the male
rates- . - .

t

The countries with the lowest.b.irth rotes in the world ilso have high
levels of female education. The countries of Eastern Europe and
SCandinavia, the SovietUnioti, Germany, Britain, Japan, Canada, and
the United States all have birth rates near the replacement level; some

a
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of iese countries' populations are a ually decreasing slightly.6 In
all of 01m:equal numbers of boys girls are'enrelled in school, at
leastl.?p. to the s ondary level. De rk, 'Finland, Sweden, Canada,
Russia; and the ited States annually graduate more girls than boys
from high sch e United States, college enrollment was 52

$
nercent female i 1977.r

,. . V .
In the Third World, the countries that have the lowest birth rates are
also the ones with relatively high leVels of. education, 'for women as
well as for men. Most, though not all, also have higher average in-
comes than their neighbors.- Argentina, Ufuguay, South , Korea,
Singapor& and Sri Lanki are among the countries with these charac-
teristics..Srl Lanka is particularly interesting because lt is poor. It's
low birth rate cannot be attributed to econdmic development. Rather,
the move,toN4ard smaller fainilies in that country,is usually attributed
to the high level of sociat services, inclyding income-distribution pro-
grams such as Food subsidies; widely available medical care (whbh
has Idwelligl the infant mortality rate by 70 percent over the last 25
years); and education.6 -

k N... .
Basic education can have both a direct and an direct effect on fer-
Illity.'Literacy facilitates the distributfon a birth control information
not only ihformation, about obtaining services, but also the more
basic understanding of how and why different inetho& work; and 1

of the advantages and disadvantagestof each method. Information is
a great antidote to the fears and misapprehensions that surround this
sensitive subject. ' An opinion survey of women in Jordan in 1972
found a dramatic correlation between educational levels and attitudes
toward family planning. Women wee asked whether they approved

-.. or disapproved of family plahning: of those,who disapproved, "80
percent were illiterate, 16 percent had received primary education, 3
percent had attended preparatory school, and 0.6 percent had at-
tended secondary school. No university womeh disapproved of family
planning. "9 ,

On the basis of observations 'like those in the Jordaniarl study, op-
timism about the acceptance of fan& planning is bound to grow as

. .
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women's access to education improves. In most countries today, girls
stand a betterchance of going to school than their ,mothers did. 11
The generational differences can be'startling, so rapid is the pace of

,change in some regions. In a Javanese village studied by'Valerie Hull,
the roportion of women who had never been to school declined from
two-thirds of 'the women aged 30-39 to about one- fifth, of those
aged 20-29, and then to finly one-twentieth of the group aged
years.l° In Tunisia in 1\966, 34 percent of women aged 15- we
literate, compared to 3 percent of those aged 35-44." If the Increas-
ingly larger ranks of educated women in ese countries follow pat-
terns of childbea ing sirpilar to those educated women in, !host
other .co4intries, ( d in the older age groups of their own), national
population groWt rates could fall quite dramatically.

The how and wl y of birth !Manning can be taught alorig with basic
literacy skills. In eed, educational programs' are tEore effective when
theyuse teaching materials that are relevant to thgir students' lives.
A reading lesson can include information on agnNitural methods,
nutrition, or fainily planning. Several programs have begun to
corp'brate such material into adult literacy training.

Population education should not be confined to adults, however, for
attitudes al:Nut family,size are formed early in life. The Korean Edu-
cational Development Institute recently completed an extensive revi-
sion of all public-school textbook As the changes are implemented
nationwide in 1978, population education will be incorporated at
every level of the curtittrium. The revisions_ are designed to, promote
sexttal equality, to attack the deep-seated parental preference for
sons, and to instill an appieciafion of the national as well as the per-
sonal consequences of higher fertility.'? ,

In the long run, the process of going to school may be as impiortant
as ,course content is in changing basic attitudes. about childbearing
and family planning. People who have.been educated hi',7e some ex-
perience of mastering the unknowneven if the unknown is nothing
more fermichikle thin the alphabet. Education is a doorway to knowl-
edge and confidencetwo essential components of independentede-
cision-making.

11
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Fdr many women and girls., the classroom is the first and perhaps the ..-

12 only settgng in which they perform as individuals rather than as ..
,members of a particular family, the only context in which they can ,-

,. ' achieve a sense of worth and identity that-does not come from their. .
.

' -toles as wives o'r mot,hers or daughters. In this, the school serves not
,only as a source of Ow knowledge about the world outside their`

I. ' immexliate communities, but as a source of new knowledge about L

''' themselves as Alt. .
.

. Education confers stafius in its own right, arrd may also give a woman
ACCeSg to prestigious activities that rival childbearing in their ability
to secure forher an approved place 1n-her social'universe..In In-
donesiin village, recently, an American 'visitor was surprised' to
young' woman with only one child at the' head of the local worn e
organization in a, communit,'Whste advanced ap an4 high fertili
are revered. He was told that the village wawa had selectedeher for

. the position, despite her youth and inexperience, because she was the
most highly educated among IhIom. This particular avoman seemed to
have circumvented the large- family route to a ppsitidn of respect in
her community,"

. , .

The availability and prestige of education may alter a woman's per-
ception of her maternalrole,,even if she herself has not been to sch9o1.
In rich countries -sand poor alike, most people view education as pre-
requisite to a 'good job and general social advancement. It is, ac-

'' cordingly, something that most 'parents want for, their children. .1-t
may assume particular irdportance in societies where tbe traditio al
framework of social status is weakening or has broken down. Educ
tion is thtxgreat leveler, and the dream of the brighrchild of
origins who'achieves high distihction is,.1 powerful one all' ver th
world. ,i'

. .
_

, Even where education is technically° 'free, there are costs associated
with sending a child to school, Cash outlays may be °required for,
books or 'dnifegms. The child'sjabor in the household must be re- 4".
placed by the work of other imnily members, by hiring h4p, or .
simply by doing without some services: The cost of higher' education

o
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"For marry wom and gir the ciasszoom
4, is the first and haps the only sing in

whicktheY perfortr as individuals rather
,thawas members of a particular fathily."

-1

is *eat in relation to average incomes it most countries. Many.
parents decide, therefore, to limititheir families to the number of 13
children they think they can afford to educate. A few educated chil- ."

. dren are. een to proVide greater -Status and security for their Parents,
especially in the face of 'crowded, competitive job markets. ,

. . -..I / ,
*1 Where education is highly Valtied and extremely cOmpetiliVe, parents

may develop high emotional 'and psychdlogical stakes in their child-
,fen's schooling. The Japanese have coined a word for the women Who,
makes a full-time career of shepherding her offspring Ithrough the . .
academic minefield; it translates' roughly as "education mother."4 *. .._.

:The Japanese education mothers, and their counterparts in other
countries; invest enormous time and energy in their children. Many,
parents feel; that a fathily cannot fulfill its responsibility to more than
two children. In a.1969 surrey, Japanese wives were aSked to -gives
their reasons for practicing contraception. ' More than hali, of the
tvomen surveyed said that one 'of' their motives was "to give the
children a good education," and in fact this was the, most frequently
heard answer. By contrast, only one 'in five gave econoreic con-

.. straints as a reason for limiting 'family size.-The Imre highly educated '
, the mother herself was, the more likely skoivas to consider the .

children's education an impoftant rationale for family planning.13 o

. ....

Another way in which education acts,to lower fertility is by ;risking it s,
more likely Illit a wqmanoVill be employed outside the home. 'They,,, .,

. relationship betwel Eltipl6ament and. childbearing is considered. in

-, beloW.
.. the next section; the rmpact o"f education on employment .6 discussed

.
'.
4

,

. _._./. . .
-. 1- .The education-employment link is especially strong if a woman's

schooling extends- ugh the secondary levq, and secondary-scho
enrollment of WOITI n is increasing in, most countries, In 1967, 60

._s_tates reported to. NESCO that more than 46 percent of, their stu-
dents in 4econdar schools were female. 1n.1950, only -30 countries

- reported that they had paspd the 46-patent mark. In' most cases,
the erirollment .of gir)s 'has been increasing more rapidly than that
of boys, tliough discrepancies still exist ,in many regions. For exam-

13
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pie; in North Africa and the Middle East, only one -fifth to one-
14 third of the secondary-erhool students are women.," This helps

to explain why female employment rates in the region are aMong
the lowest in the world: In Egypt, Syria, And Turkey, 21, percent/
of female secondary-school graduate., were in- the nonagricul-
tuial labor force in the early 1960s, Compared with just 4 percent of
the women with only primary,schooling."

An analysis of the participition of married women in the Brazilian
labor force according to their levels of education revealsa pattern that
is fourid in many developingcountries."-(See Table 1 The propor-
tion of illiterate women *ho were in the formal labor force in 1970

.***.iva only about one,eighth that of secondary-school graduates. The
discrepancy 'widened, to a factor of ten when illiterates were com- to.
pared with university graduates. Overall employment rates for
women in Brazil are almost as low as they are in Egypt, Syria, and
Turkey ut in all four countries, two out of three female college'
gradua ork.

Table 1: Labor Force Participation Rates forMarried Women in Brazil,
by Level of Education, 1970 4.,, ,.

Level of Education

-e-
Share

.1

in Labor
Force

Share
1 of

Population

Illiterate ..
Elementary incomplete
Elementary complete
Lower secondary 1Higher secondary , .

University incomplete,
Univeisity coiti te

-(Percent)

6.3
7.2

12.1
21.4
49.4
54.2
65.8

(percent)

39.6
32.0
21.9

3.0
2.9
0.1
0.5

An levels ,,,,,,
..

_, - 9.9 100.0
Source: GlauriVa es de Miranda

1 4
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the higher employment rates lof educated wome will have little
impact on the generil level of female employment or on overall fer-
tility rates, however,,if educated women form opiy a tiny fraction of
the female population. In Brazil, in 1970, less than 7 percent of all
married women hats gone as far as secpnclaly. school. The low aver-
age,level of education was,reflected in a low overalloverall labor force par-
tic i ti on ate.19

The Brazilian example, though discouraging, does hold out the hope
that women's participation in the labor force might rise dramatically
if their access to education were improved. The possibility depends, of
course, on employment being available to the women as they emerge
.from the schools: Otherwive, they will- have little' alternative to- a
career ofchildbearing.

The highgst employment rates are founeamong women who have,
taken adtfanced, professional training. Irt-'the United States, 91 per-
cent of the women who earned doctoral degrees in 1957-58 were
holding jobs eight years later Increased 'female enrdllment'in graduate
and professional schools is therefore a ItronANinclicator that the num-
ber of women working will also,increaseand "that, in torn, bodes
well for the birth rate. Among American women, professionil-school
attendance has been moving tip sharply. Their share of law-school
enrollment rose( from 3 percent in 1960 to about 20 percent in 1977.
American medical school deans predict that one-third of their stu-
dents will be women in 1984, up from 18 percent in 1974 and from a
mere 5 percent 2b years ago. The women who attain' advanced, pro:
fessional training are both prepared for and committed to careers."

. Women's Work

When China launched its family planning program in-the 1950s its
leaders staunchly maintained that the country .had no population
problem. The rationale for birth planning Was that it would enable
women to work, and thereby to, make a contribution to national de-
velopment.21 Today, development planners tend to look at the con-

.
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nection from the other side: it is hiiped that wpmen's employmenx
will lead to-a lower Mirth rate, and thereby make' the uphill climb to
prosperity a little lets steep. V

17It is easy to visualize the ways in which childbearing interferes with a
woman's wolk. What is not so'clear is how and why eraplo*merkt de-
ters childbearing. It is- generally true that 'countries with a low, birth /

rate tend to have a relativeW high proportion of women working,
though the correlation is by no means perfect. The, association be-
tween -the two factors is consistent enough, however, to make the
rising fentlfle4mploynient rates in many pats of the world a cause for
optimism about the chances of slowing population grotvth. ,
The proportion of adult women who are the formal labor-force
varies enormously from country to couqtry, and the trends are far ,

from uniform. In most of the advanced, industrial countries, women's
labor force participation is high. With ,a few exceptions among the
more traditional societies like Spain and Italy (which also have.,,tome
of the industrial world's highest birth rates), more ttan a third of .

adult women in developed nations are in the labor force.' In, Eastern --
Europe and Scandinavia, the proportion is well c>i/er halfA2

In some of, the industrial countries, the-' proportionof *omen who
are in the labor force has increased dramatically since the late 1950s.
Australia, Canada,. Sweden, and the United States are among those

that have experienced rapid rises. These courrtries also haVe birth -rates
so low that it is possible their populations could be stabiliz4by 1985
or sooner.23 A 1977 stticly showed that the decline in the U.S. birth
rate since the late 1950s has been lkoportional to the increase in the
number of women of childbearing age holslingjobs. The coTivcintional
wisdom about fertility patterns is that births tend to be morenumer-
ous in prosperous times and to level off in periods of recession. Yet
during the past 25 years, the U.S. birth rate has-been Kunoinecpunter
to economic trends. The study concluded that-fhe beseexplanation for
the contradiction lies in the rapid rise in the number of women ork-
ing, though no causal connection between the, two tren fi-
nitely proven."

/6
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A rising female employment rate associated with a declining birth rate
is not nearly so consistently observed among the developing coun- 17
tries. In somelike Thailand, Malaysia,. the Philippines, and In- 17
donesiathe work rate for women is on a par with the induitrial

, countries, yet birth rates are also high, though declining slowly. In
others, such as Sri Lanka and Chile, birth rates are relatively low
although the proportion of women working is also low. South Korea
and Taiwan are representative -of a third group, countries: that seem
to be experiencing the transitio'n familiar to the industrial world,
with birth rates falling as female la,bor force participation rises. There
is a fourth- group comprised of countries where little improvetnent is
occurring jn,either category: women do not work outside the home in
large'nufbefeland they continue to have many children,

The most discouraging countries in the fOurth group are those in
which wornen's employment opportunities are actually declining. In
India,. the proportion of adult women counted as being "economically
active" Was 28 percent in 1961.4 By 1971, it-had declined to a mere 12
percelft.25 In Peru, igt proportion dropped from 22 percent in 1961
to 15 percent in 1072.u. In deteriorating economies, the quality of
women's work has tended to decline along with its quantity, with jobs
ht the modern sector the first .to become inaccessible to women.
Guatemlla in 1950 had 193 male workers in the nonagricultural labor
force fQr every 100 female workers. By 1973 the men outnumbered
the women by 229 to .100and two-thirds of these women worked as
maids.27

With such an array of observed patterns, it. must be clear that the
relationship between female employment and fertility is not a simple
one. In the firpt place, working is not a matter of choice for extremely
poor women, or for women who are heads of households. No matter
how many children a poor woman in Indonesia, rural Africa, or ur-
ban Peru has, she must go on working.for-her own and her familyl-
survival. Her "job commitment" i4 absolitte. -Fertility ntrol is often
involuntary, the result of long separations between uses as one
or. both travel in search of work, aPhigher inciden e of divorce,
secondary sterility owing to ill health, or the inability to marry be-
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cause of poverty. Thus, under conditions of extreme poverty, work
for women cannot'be seen as an alternative to childbearing,' because
neither of. the two is freely chosen. The question of choice becomes
meaningful only when yeomen do have real optionsto.work or not
to work, to have children or not to have children.

Fpr wpnien who do have an elentent of choice, however it is
;.important to discover what kinds of employment deter childbearing,

and why. There are negative elements to the association as well as
positive ones. Employment discourage women from having lkge

.: !Lilies because the dual wor load of a working mother is too bu r-
densome. On the other hand, work may encourage women to limit
their family site by providing them wrth sources of satisfaction and
security outside the family. . - ...

. .
Most of ,,the,'diScussion about the kinds orwork that would most
effectively reduce fertility has focused on the negative Bide of the .
equatiOn. The "incompatibility" Fetweefi.w9rk and motherhood has
beeri stressed. II has been observed that certain kinds of work seem
to have a minimal impact on the number of children a woman has:

.(11* .agriculturaf 14bor, 'cottige'induOles, traditiottal marketing and un-
paid-hOugeho' Id .work.0 The conventional 'explanation is thT these
jobs ate too easily combined with the Late of small children. Converse-

. ly, jobs that rsgulitly take women awax from home far lo?ig hours are
.. seen to disc age childbearing by creating; in effect, a 41d-care

problem. The inverse correlation between; employment and feldlity is
therefore expected under _conditions of maximum incompatibility-
Hdying.lots of children simply becomes too difficulpfqrthe working q
woman. . , ,, , s

, .
1. . e

, ,.

1 The incompatibility atument may ffll well *short of the mark in ex-
plaining why certain kinds of work lower fertility: Its exceptions are
themselves revealing: the kinds of work that are compatible with
child care -sire the Very jobs that keep women even while working,
fiat*, 'within th tradition4l roles. Tis6 ' do little to change the ,
worker's relitioas w her family, her exposure to the outside world,
or her status and sense f, autonomy.

4.-
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"Work may. encourage women to limit
their family size by providing them with

sourcekof satisfaction and security
outside the family."

I
.

21
. . .

The inverse correlation between work . and fertility ,may )hold true . :
even for tiactitional jobs when those jobs do something Jo set a 19"
woman apart from her usual 'context of home, Ian-illy, or_ farm. A
1974 study, from Ban adish, . for examvle, showed, that-Women .

working in agricu l er fertilt than eXpetted. ,Adrienne;, ,

Germaine, referrin to the stu y, t is plausible in the' Bing- . ;
ladesh context to gue that 'agricultural 'work that 'take; women'
out of their ponies roadens their horiioiq,changes theip,ielation, I. --
ship to their' husbah and therefpre. contrifkites to contraceptive `
practice."", Such a job y expose a woman to the; opinions and \-,expose a

Fptobtems
of of wome ri her abiolute,dePenderice 'op hell ,.. '

amily for sec ow and yc qlogical 'support, increasia her free-. ;
dom of mov ent, br g her into contact with new ideas. ,ancf , _ . 4 '
sources 'or information. other words,. working' outside, a Wive- 4
ditional setting may enable a woman to,see herself apart.,fiorti her"
inimediAte fimily, wherf her primary reason'for being it l'naierhodd..- , -
The job' is a mirror It which the working .woman sew. telecteir a

.

different image of herself. The' ,ndt self-iniiie may 'be, a more ;. e:,
. important influence on. hear feiglity .than 'the '.inc,ornpitibility of

home and work .roles. ,. ., .
. , - ,7.1 ce . ,,. ......,

. . , .1 , . :
,

The incompatibility argument can lead to destrurtive poli,.. cies hoed
on the conflict between working wOrnen:s two, roles'. Such polies
may backfire: when the pressure of comtkinin4. emtiloyinent ada -.
motherhood increases to such a levil that something ha'..to .give,''.. :.
what gives may well be work., The logfc of incompatibilittiAgads to -...,
low priority for child _cafe, maternity :leave, .and nursing time:f.Or. _

working withers, for . fear that such support.' might 'make% it. * _ . ,,.
too easy for women to combide work and snotkerhood-.1hts line 4., : .1
reasoning underestimates the cregiee to which, child-care 'and: otliert i
support services expand women.:s options by releasing their tithe and , .
energy from purely domestic activities.: :, . . s

. , f.'
. , is . b .

Ignoring the need. for social services lo' assist parents could, in ., '.,
fact, have a strong pro-natalist impact The. absence of day cafe for, -
children, maternity leave with job ptotection, and related pui;lic r
or-' private services pushes women firmly into, the* role a .full-,time .:

, . .

....
. .

. . N. ..._ t
' t .'' .1 9

. ...
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motherhood lay, making it for them"' to shoulder a dual .20 role. Few women (or men) voiliin6ly decide to forgo pari-nthood
altogether. Yet any, woman whii undertakes to combine motherhood
with a career,. or some .ther.non-maternal role, will find herself
much more likely to cceed in both if she limits the !lumber of
childr she has Lack f social services pushes women toward an
all-o^othing choice b weep committed employment' and parent-
hood.

Another approach to the employment$ertility link emphasizes young
women's earnin4 ability as an incentive for parents to avoid arrang-
ing or encouraging early marriage for their daughters. As a Malay:
siart rural development expert explained, tk an American observer;
"Parents are able to see that even girls can get jobs nowadays . . In
previous*Iimes a 'girl was an economic burden to a large family, so
there was pressure to get rid of her in marriage as fast as possible;
but nowadays gi can be Seen as an economic advantage instead of-a

Delaying women's marriage does, of cours ally delay their entry
into the childbearing cycle. Even a shqrt od of employment has '
merit from a demographic point of view, for,young women would be
producing cheap shoes or textiles rather than babies. It is not necet-
sarily liberating for women, ever: it can change, the way in
which young women are e lofted . by their famili but fail to 4
relieve them from ekploitation. From the ,poInt of view the young ;
women, the result may be no improvementon their prey us condi-
tions; marriage and children may, in fact, provide a welco escape
from a low-level job. The employment episode is tempting as basj

; for policy because it does not seem io demand the broadlY-
social tha4 building a genuine basis for independence a g

-women require.

Employment may be a genuine learning experience for som young
womenthe beginning of a sense of agsonal autonomy, res nsi-

: bility, rising expectations, and ,econonlic and psychological inde-
pendence from their families. But for many women, a low-level job

20



is a grindinrexgperience.al strike by South Korean gir-
ment workedin May 1977 ca attention to the working condi- 21
tfons of young women ins one particular factory. Most of the workers
at the Naniyeong Nylon Company were women in their early twen-
ties.; Their, pay ranged from U.S. $24 to $63 a month fOr working

'six-day weeks'and they were better.off than many other oung fe-
male w rkers.34Statistics issued ,earlier that year by. the otith '
Korean fice of Labor Affairs reported that 80 percent of the work-
ers ear ing less than the official -minimum wage. of $42 per month
were w men, more than Waif of whom were under.18 years of age.
The ity of these women work eight to teA hours per day, six
days a week; a third were said ito work. more than 15 hours each
world day." 4i

unljob
that< glom a worker no control over the e-werlciiment is

ikely to be liberatinv In a vocational training center outside of
Sfax, Tunisia, a young woman explained to Perdita Huston how her

. , work replicated the limiting conditions° of her family life. Her father
4

and brothers were convinced to allow her to go to the center only 14
virtue of its isolation and "safety," and .bkause her income-earning
ability would be an asset to the family. As the girl explainecht, "I .

'came here from orteprison, my home, to another prison, here, 4,t
thi$ center, in a rtrnote village. When I return to Sfax, I will go back
to the first prison. If ever I marry, I will go to a third prison, my hus-
band's home."'" Peihaps the skill arned at the 'center All be the
key to a greater sense of auto y for this young woman. If.' it is
not, arid nothing else fills the vacuum, it isf unlikely that she willbe
able to resist the pressure to have many children when she marries.

44

What employment offers to women is, above all, a higher'degree of
control over their own lives, A woman who can earn her own living
is net 'entirely
If the cottio31:e

ndent on others, economically.o
right, working Can satisfy needs that go b and

r, psycholo tally.

sheer physical maintenance. A description of China's networ of
semi-industrial and service jobs for women in, rural areas points out
some of the characteristics ,that make employment a real alternative
to childbearing:

1111100
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'The worktime competes with domestic responsib ilitie,
22 the work is highly valued, leadership and responsibility

.are shared among the workers, and peers extrY strong
pressure on their co-workers to stay on di* job. Jobs re-
move you people from the exclusive sphere of
parents inguence, and expose them" to an egalitarian
ethos, in a context of peer support."

This kind of wo rk experience, however idealized this particular de-
scription may be, is one that can truly "compete" with childbeating.
The relationship between employment and childbearing is not simply.
displacement of time and energy spent on one withtime and energy
spertt on the other_ It is rather an addition of one source of reward
social and_psychological as well as economicto another. Employ-
ment-policies should not try to keep women so busy that they do_not
hale time for child-rearing. A sound policy must aim to expand
women's choices, on the 'assumption that women are no more
naturally inclined to limit themselves to motherhood than men are in-

limit themselves to fatherhood.

Programs and Policies

The starting point for a successful policy is to ask the right question.
For policies dealing with women's roles and population growth, the
right question is not how fo prevent women from having large'fami-
lies, but rather how to make it possible for them to have small ones!
Provision of contraceptive and abortion services is one part of this,
but beyond that lies the far larger and more complex task of changing
the social-context in which decisions about childbearing are made.

In male-dominated 'societies, children are one of the few resources
that women control. The less control women, have over other kinds oE
resources, -the more firmly they are forced into reliance on childbeai-
ing as a form of leverage on their environments. For many Women,
having a large nu er of children is the best available means for
meeting their .ow eeds. It is not necessarily an ideal method for

22



"Women are no more naturally inclinpd to
limit themselves to motherhood than men

are inclined to limit themselves to

the individual woman: many
cal health, and providing fo
her ability to engage in of h
women have limited options.
a practical understanding of
ways in which childbearing

fatherhood."

_ '
s
gancies may undermine her physi-re

e needs of small children may restrict 23
Activities. But as we have seen,most

PolicymakeriNmight usefully reach for
women's needs, and try to identify the
contributes to. the fulfillment 15f those. . I -,needs.

".4

.Fertility is still' a sign of good rtune, virtue and wealth- among
many people, and women with la Numbers, of children are looked
upon with high favor. For centuries won*. have been, told That
motherh is their highest possibleachievement; St: Paul was cer-
tainly n e first to suggest that '"Womett will be saved through
bearing e dreg if she continues in faith' and love, and holiness with
modesty." (I Timothy, 2:15) Women* other activities, however, have
been overlooked and under- rewarded. A woman's work outside the
home has commonly been seen as -a source of shame rather than
pride, indicating that a male-Mead of household" could not provide
for "his" family. National account statistics have Often overlooked,
women's economic activities when calculating GNP.35 Vith other
activities ignored or frowned upon, and with the maternal role glori-..
fled, childbearing is the major source of status for women.

Among the poor, 'both urban and rural, children, often make a net
contribution to the family income. This is changing somewhat in the
face of compulSory education: children who attend school make less
of a contribution to, and indeed are often a:drain on,sfamily r rces.
Still an estimated 43 percent of all school-age children do not end
school.36 Most' of them, of cot;rse, live in poor 'countries w ere
high population growthrates prevail. r...

Help with household tasks is needed by many, if not most, 'poor
women, and in the cities children may bring in a significant cash in-
come. Child labor is not seen as exploitive, but as an economic fact
of life or even a benign influence of children because it teaches
them responsibility at an egly age. A study conducted in Lima, Peru,
found- that earnings of children between the ages of eight and twelve

23
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often were essential comporienfs of poor families' income. The 'child,
*, 2 4 ren worked at marketing, commercial food-preparation, or domestic

service. In this particular urban setting, children sometimes made
more mOrreY than their mothers. The §tudy found -that "children had
sporadically assumed the role of worker and family provider, trans-
forming the mothers (when ill oc giving birth to another child) or
both parents into their dependerits."37

Few Third World countries have comprehensive, public social-secu rity
systems. Poverty among old people is not a. problem that is confined
to poor countries. But in the absence of a government-run social
security system, parents must rely on their offspring for support
when they themselves can no longer., work. T8 be old and destitute is
a common nightmare. It ig a fate druch more likely to fall upon a
woman than .a man: women of every agg have fewefieconomic o r-..
tunities than men and, in Most countries, women live longer. Chil ren
may be their only security againsI a poverty-stricken old age.

There are undoubtedly other practical reasons for having children.
The emotional reasons are impossible to quantify, but they should
not be underestimated.eA study of poor working mothers in Lima
used a novel research tool to gain some insight into the women's
personal feelings and motivations. A team of researchers structured
their interviews around a set Of photographs depicting scenes from
the daily lives of urban wor)(ing-class ,ovomen. The women inter-
viewed responded most. strongly to the pictures connected, with
pregnancy, childbirth, and parenthood. The picture the women
thought the most beautiful of all showed a factory worker breast-
feeding her baby. The research team concluded: For nearly. all
proletarian working mothers, the experience of childbirth and
motherhoodin spite of their economic situationis the most mean-
ingful experience of their lives, and the only one they can really
claim as their own. It brings ther.apparenply, the only real feeling
of -fulfillment, a sense of sheer being, tenderness, and joy."" Wom-
en's programsindeed4, development programs in , general too often
focus exclusively on basic, physical needs, ignoring t1 fact that
people also have psychological, emotional, or spiritual' eeds. The

24.



"Populatioe policies must address
themselv to the conditions that ;

encourage people to have large families."

emotional satisfaction that children may bring into,a woman's life. is
an all-too-scarce commodity.

Among the many reasons forMing children, the four mentioned
abovestatus, income, security, and .emotional satisfactionare
powerful enough in themselves to constitute a legitimate. rationale for
childbearing from the individual's point of view. However, from the
point of view .of the community whether local, national, or 'global
continued 'high fertility is a long-term recipe f or disaster. The aim of
'population policy, theiefoit, must be to reconcile the interests of dile
individual with those of the community. In order to do this for
women, it is necessary to provide alternative. sources of status, in- .

- fcome, security, and satisfaction'.

.

.25

Over the lone term, high fertility is unlikely to be reduced signifi-
cantly by exhortation alone. Population' policies must address' them-
selves to the conditions that encourage people to have large families.
As- one group of researchers working in, East Asia maintains: "we
should, not expect rural families to have smaller families merely by

A promising them if will improve the quality of their lives. The order in
which change occurs is &ucial. People first need to experience some
improvement in the quality of their lives, ideally through their own
efforts, and then see for themselves the potential for more improve-
ment if they have smaller families.""

Population programs have, ofttn appealed to-b4/omen's self-interest by
pointing out the health benefits of family planning for 'mothers and
their children.40 To the extent that they /understand how optima,
timing and spacing of 'pregnancies may enhance their _children's
chances of'survival, 'women may be persuaded to limit their fertility.
Low infant Mortality is recognized as a precondition for acceptance
of famiN planning.

The benefits for her own health, however, may not be a powerful
enough' incentive to reduce the 'number of children a woman wishes

vto have. Health is not necessarily given top priority .in individual
dectsiOn-making: witness the number of people who continue to
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smokein -countries that have extensive educational camp s about
the hazards pf tobacco use. Some of the-objectives that women have
in -mind whe'n making decisions about fertility may be more important
to them than gtpd health.

Evitqf maintenance of health is a high priority for, the individual, it
titoifedtbat people do not make Weir decisions solely in

mter sof the own desires, however much they might wish to do so.

' They are constrained especially those who live in traditional societies
where individualism is not- a highly valued social ethicL-by the needs,
deinands, and expectations of others. A South Korean family plan-
ning official, when asked who made decisions about.childbearing and
family planning in a typical Korean family, suggested the following
hierarchy: husband's mother, husband's -father, husband, wife's
mother, wife's father, wife. In other words, the individual who would
most directly bear the burdens of having an additional child would
be the last to be consultri about the decision."

It is estimated that 10 percent of the Korean women who, use the
intrauterine device (IUD) hide the fact from their husbands; it is
conimon even for modern professional couples to conceal their cop'
traceptive usage from their parents.12 The nightmare of family'
planners is th e tearful young wife dragged into the clinic by her
wrathful---ffitither-in-law for removal of her IUD; it has happened
more than once. Clearly, an important function of population pro-
grams is to provide support for the individual woman's (or couple's)
decision to practice family planning in the face of powerful social,
cultural, and et onomic pressures to the contrary.

Women of childbearing age can provide the needed lupportfos each
other if they are organizedformally or informallyin ways that
give them the opportunity to talk to each other about their common

k, problems, to gain access* to the inforniation they need' to find solu-
tions, and to direct their .combined energies and resources to bringing
about the chosen remedisis. One of the most successful programs
designed to foster peer networks among women is the Mothers' Club
program- sponsored by the Planned Parenthood Federation ,of Korea

26
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(PPFK). Originally proposed in order to help distribute conttaciptives&
and recruit new acceptors, the clubs have gone far beyond tre sup-w27
port of family planning, though that remains one of their rtiost
poriant activities!'

4 sa

The village-level Mother's' Clubs in Korea have become cornerstones
of the community development program by-donating their labor. and
financial resou0s to such community projects as road. building,1
drainage improvement, and .construction .of public buildings. Indi-
vidual women also profit dirgctly from membership through the
clubs' sav,ingi 'schemes, cooperative income-earning projects, and so
forth. Club activities .have been are important avenue of upward
mobility both for their members and for the communities of which-
they are a part. By integrating family planning with other activifies
beneficial to the villages, the clubs have 'helped overcome resistance
to family planning. The Mothers' Club networkwith nrore than

- 27,000 clubs 'androver 750,000 nemberscdnstitutes, a donble..attack
cin 'population growth by providing its embers with contraceptiv.e.
services and advice on .the one hand and status, income, and psy-
chological support on the other.43

While Korea has a family Warming program that turned into an inte-
grated wometCs. development program, Cuba has ,,an Integrated
'women's deveropment program that itsi incorporated family plan-
ning as an essential component. The sponsoring organization is the
Federation of Cuban Women (ROC), founded in 1960 for the explicit
purpose of bringing women into the mainstream of national en-

-. deevor. The Program focused.lnitially on adult lijeracy. Twenty -five
' thousand volunteers carried out an almost military campaign to teach

the country's residents, to read and write.' The teaching materials of
the campaiga included practical information on subjects such as
health care and hygiene; later, vocational training was introduced.

As ,the government triecL to bring women into. the labor force, the
, FMC progfam developed services to help working women with their
Sdomestic watt loads. Child-care centers weteaestablished in housing
developments, factories, and schools to care for the preschool-Age
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children of working mothers .44 These services are not nearly com-
prehensive: theOild-care centers in 1970,, for example, could .ac-
commodaie only 10 percent of the country's children aged 45 days to
school age. The program's greatest success Eas been in education. By
1970 almost all women had access to primary-level_ education, .and
women made up half of the university enrollinent. Women still work
mainly}n female-stereotyped occupations, but their participation in
the labor force doubled between 12964 and 1970.5

- firio
Programs that integrate family planning with development explicitly
recognize women as more than mother's. They deal with women as
individuals and as members of a' community, as people who have the
latent will and collective power to ipwrove theif lives. They also
recognize that many of women's asfirations are linkedfor smaller
families, remunerative employment, higher education, self-respect,
and the4approval of one's peers.

a

Programs that, confine `their efforts to family planning -deal with
women only in their reproductive tele. A contradictory., message is
implicit: they seek to' diminish the only role that they .explicitly ,

,recognize for women. Integrated progoms, ,ortthe other hand, sup:
port women in a variety of roles. In so doing, they enhance MI
credibility of family planning by presenting it'as one of a number of
steps that women can take to build a better life fot themselvev,
their families, their,ceuntrtes;and their'world".

aI6
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